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1. Introductioa

Leptons and hadrons share equally three 
of the basic forces of nature: electromagnetic, 
weak and gravitational. The only force which 
is supposed to distinguish between them ie 
strong. Could it Ъе that leptons share with had
rons this force also, and that there is just one 
form of matter, not two?

The lepton-hadron unification hypothesis 
would maintain that though leptons exhibit no 
strong interactions at presently attained ener
gies, they nay, however, do so at higher energi
es, thereby removing the last distinction bet
ween leptons and hadrons.

In 1972, when these ideas were first sta
ted, they were heresy. Today we do not think there 
is any gauge theorist who will disagree with 
them. The only area of dispute can be about the 
characteristic energy when this unification may 
manifest itself. In 1972 we suggested that this 
characteristic energy may be around 10^ GeV. We 
fixed on this from the internal consistency of 
the gauge theory we had constructed - the input 
being the branching ratio of К ~ ^  
decay. Since then we have been attempting to mo
dify our model so that it would permit of a cha
racteristic energy lower still. Other theorists 
have argued that the energy in question should 
be at least as high as GeV - the so-called
Planck energy given by the square root of New
tonian constant , at which the gravitational 
effects also become important. Ia this report 
we shall stick to the earlier estimate of our 
"basic model" and make deductions therefrom. Un
fortunately, even 10^ GeV is the energy of the

highest cosmic rays, and possibly unattainable 
in the laboratory at any foreseeable future.

The basic assumptions we aake are the 
following:

(1) Leptons and quarks are both elementary 
entities for gauge theory purposes.

(2) For gauge theory purposes, both lep
tons and quarks must belong to the same forato
nic multiplet.

(5) Proa (2), we - but not the majority of
theorists - infer that both leptons as well as
quarks must be integer-charged and both unconflned, (4-) A gauging of this fermiomc multiplet
will give rise to 1” gauge mesons, among which 
are the photon, Z °  , "as well as strongly in
teracting coloured vector gluons. These vector 
gluons - which carry integer charges - musv also 
be tuaconfined.

To summarize, unconfined quarks and uncon- 
fined gluons will be the hall-eark of our gauge 
unification of leptons and guarka.

This report will be concerned with the con
sequences of these ideas, some of which are the 
followiag:

(a) Since quarks and leptons belong to the
same fermion multiplet, quarks can make transi
tions to leptons, , or to anti-leptons,
(£-*• £  , with a violation of baryon-number and 
lepton-number, A L s f i O , (We assign baryon-
numb er t 1 to quarks, leptoa-aumber L q  -
t° (% , e~ > aad =+1 to ^  ).

(b) Quark lepton transitions aake quarks 
and protons unstable. The rate of such transi
tions is governed by the characteristic mass
at which quarks and leptons lose their difference. 
In the basic model this massfe'IO'’ GeV and the coup
ling parameter which determines quark decay rate

—9 ?into leptons comes out to be ~  10 , to coo-
c  ppare to the Fermi constant 10 ^ As we shall 

see, quark decays into leptons provide a new -
- and potentially the most important - source of 
leptonic production in NN, O N  and collisions. 
The mechanism is a dissociation of nucleons into 
quarks and their subsequent decays into leptone.



For mesonst a e = - a L  and nucleon dis
sociation will be a souree of leptons t- rather 
than antileptons (f , while for + mesons,
а Ъ -a L, the opposite situation will prevail.

(c) Not so revolutionary, but for present 
experiments an important consequence of the un
confined quark hypothesis is the production and 
(B and L conserving) decays of unconfined colo
ured gluons. We suggest that these decaying 
gluons, besides providing yet another source 
of multi-lepto&s inl/N ,y4 f'/ and NN collisions, 
are also responsible for the deviations discussed 
at this conference from the GDI parton model of 
q u a n t i t i e s , /(5^ . , end flat у anomaly

. For eN, |)N , and , we pre
dict that if our Ideas are correct, З ь / 6  T  ie 
non-zero and scalett as a function of X  .

II. The Basic Model
Before any unification of quarks and lep

tons can be effected, one has to decide how many 
quarks and how many leptons. In 1972 one knev of 
four leptons (i)e ,e”  Z»e~ 1 • £  ,/v" . Ly f  4  ) 
and suspected the existence of possibly twelve 
GIM quarks (Р,П,Л,С quarks in three colours -
- red, yellow and blue). It seemed a natural sug
gestion at that time to assign a fourth colour 
to leptone (lilac) and to postulate a basic six
teen-fold for all fermions belonging to the 
group SU(4)| f l a T o u r  X  S O W  I c o l o u r

e

with the group theory forcing unique assignment 
of electronic charge
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The nodel contains:

(1) Four leptons - which provide the FLAVOUR (up, 
down, strangeness and charm) quantum numbers.
(2) Twelve quarks - which carry four flavours x 
x three colours.

e M(3) We suggest lepton-number L = L + L is the 
fourth colour. Thus the number of oolours equals 
the number of basic flavours.
(4) Define fermion-number F as й uF = B(the quark number) + L L 
This number equals 1 for quarks, (J& >€T) and 

>•
(5) We propose that for energies up to 10^ GeV 
all processes conserve fermion-number,

д Y = 0 = ^  i-e- a B~-/sL
There may Ь е Д р = 2  transitions possible by fur
ther extension of the_model (i.e. (1) ^ 6

(г)^-»-^* °r
(4) or (5) С  transitions) but we

assume that these possess an effective transi
tion probability smaller than >4P  =0 transitions. 
This insistence on the dominance of A V  =0 tran
sitions is the hall-mark of the basic model and 
its siblings - the so-called extended models. 
Unified models exhibiting A F  =2 transitions have 
been constructed (for example by J.Strathdee 
and ourselves). They are best formulated in terms 
of Uajorana fields.
(6) Either one of the pairs )or
is strange in this model, consistent with the 
empirical observation |ГПд—  ITljj | =  | ГПуц~ГПе J.
(7) The flavour gauges are S0L(2) x SUR(2) with 
couplings $  , and six gauge fields

• The conventional SUL(2) x tJR(1) is a
subgroup of this anomaly-free gauge system
SUT (2) x SUp(2) with ~  aC and

a dtan»w  2Z. i S  . The mass parameter associated
JZwith the V + A currents f*WD must empiricallyКexceed 300 GeV, in order that V + A amplitudes 

in and Ц  decays do not exceed the empirical 
limit of i/iO (V-A) amplitudes.



(8") The colour gauge group is assumed to be
SU(4)| colour with the coupling parameter
This gives rise to fifteen gauge fields as fol
lows:

(a) ExoticsХр^_?Х у £ >X g ij(and the anti
exotics) which couple with quarks and leptons 

— p(currents ^  ). From the empirical branching
rate of 0  -fy4 i which those exotics con
tribute to ,we assign 10^ GeV to keep
within the empirical limits. This is the major 
input in this model. Since tb.e exotic couple with 
quarks and leptons: it is their mase m̂ , which 
eventually determines when quarks and leptone 
lose their distinction. This is in analogy with 
the W~ or Z° masses, which determine when neut
rino interactions acquire electromagnetic strength. 
(In some of the alternative models which are de
rived from the basic model or are extensions of 
it, one can forbid K-^e + transition. For 
such models mx can be smaller than 10^ GeV).

(b) In addition to the exotics, there is 
the coloured gauge vector gluon octet V(8) which 
couples quarks to each other strongly.

(c) One combination of fields among these 
eight gluon fields V ° = ( £ V 3 + V , ) f c  contri
butes to the photon field, which contains a 
flavour piece (WjL + W3r) Plus the colour piece 
U°. Symbolically /\ /<? -si W / Q  U / S  •

(d) The mass matrix for quarks, exotics 
and gluons is provided by Higgs-Kibble mesons. 
Besides giving the masses of these particles 
(in terms of a total of five parameters - repre
senting vacuum expectation values of Higge-Kibble 
fields) the model also provides flavour-colour 
gauge meson mixing terms, in particular mixing+ +of V” with W“ (responsible for colour gluon + + decays) and X“ mixing with W” (responsible for 
quark decays into leptons). The mixing parameters 
are also completely specified in terms of the five 
vacuum expectation values of the Higge-Kibble 
fields.

(e) The (5-parameter) model discussed above 
assigns the following masses to various partic
les:

««Х » И д о ^ О 5 GeV 
пц 50 С,эЧ

% ^ 1 0 4 Gev

vl.CZ aither (1-2) GeV (DEST-Fraecati-Novosi- 
birsk-Огеау region. Re
call that one member of 
the octet Vj + Vg mi
xes with the photon and 
should show itself as a 
peak in e+ + e" experi
ments. )

or 4- GeV (SLAC region)
While these gauge masses are fixed by the model
- and can be changed only by changing the comp
lexion of Higgs-Kibble mesons - the quark mass 
is still arbitrary up to a coupling parameter.
To make things definite we choose two ranges for 
the free quarks mass

i) light quark: mq 2-3 GeV, or
ii) heavy quark: mq 5 GeV.

(g) Before closing this section, note that the 
quark dynamics - in the parton model context -
- appears to exhibit the phenomenon of PARTIAL
CQNFIREMEHT - that la to say, the effective mass 
of quarks is smaller inside a nucleon (or a me
son) than the free quark mass. The same may be
true of gluon masses - and perhaps to a lesser
extent for the exotic X masses. This effect was 
first discovered by Archimedes who felt lighter 
and freer in his bath-tub than outside it as a 
consequence of the beneficial effects of hydro
static pressure - i.e. non-zero expectation va
lue of the trace of the stress tensor T щ ч , in 
modern language. The ARCHIMEDES EFFECT can be 
readily built into our model through such solu
tions for the field equations for which the 
expectation values (classical solutions) for the 
Higgs-Kibble fields are apace-dependent in the 
manner made familiar by soliton physics. (The 
Archimedes Principle was stressed by N.N.Bogolu- 
bov, Matveev, Ng.v.Hieu, Stoyanov, Struminsky , 
Tavkhelidze, Shelest in 1965).



III. Consequences of Quark and Gluon Decays;
Hew Sources for Multi-Leptons in NN. VN
/•H and e~e’f
1. In this section we consider the basic 

model in detail for its predictions of quark 
and vector gluon decays. We wish to use this 
information for considering muiti-leptons of 
which there are three sources. These are:

a) Conventional charm mesons and baryons;
b) Coloured gluons and coloured baryons;
c) Unconventional baryon-number violating 

direct decays of integer-charge quarks 
into (leptons + mesons) and in particu
lar (neutrinos + kaons), the quarks 
being produced as a consequence of 
nucleon dissociation or pair produced.

Since all quarks in our model decay into (leptons) 
+ mesons), the last mechanism must eventually 
become their most copious source. It is of par
ticular interest to note that in the basic model 
the dissociation mechanism would give rise to 
the like-sign dilepton ( f* ) signal for №  . 
as observed experimentally.

The crucial points of the new mechanisms 
in the basic aodel with Д  are the follo
wing:

i) Tellow and blue quarks decay as a rule 
into neutrinos + mesons.

ii) It is only the r.harmed red quarks
( n £ , X R ) which can at all decay into a charged 
lepton ( £  +7'*'^ ).

iii) In the basic model there are no 
quark decays into (6 ĵ fi*) * mesons, nor any 
(non-electrooagnetic) decays into two chargeC 
(plus one neutral) or three charged leptons +
+ anti-leptons.

iv) One of the two lepton pairs ( , 6  ) 
or ( 5 yH- ) is strange. Strangeness is conser
ved in quark decays, making (K + neutri-
no)-modes fairly copious.

v) For charged coloured gluon decays, the 
branching ratio of decays into leptons is rather 
high (typically 20 to 50% for either e or y4 ).

vi) For semi-leptonic decays of charged co
loured gluons, Krs andJPe are not’ produced
singly but in pairs.

2. Conventional sources of multi-leptons 
in v>£L and t) N  scatterings:

First consider the conventional mechanism 
involving either single production of charm, 
colour or quarks:
(a) v  + N +  X (charm production

u . , «10%) 
(/■* ore++.,,)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(colour production О 10 to 1 5%)-^♦КоЮ«г
I— ^ ( y 4 + > ^ ) o r ( v ^ e + )

- * r /r+ (p  ■+ + x
( £  or hadrons) { ox hadrons) 

( £ ife or borons) ( g "  or hadrons)
■+ 1*) +  X

(Л-f ) or (v+ €*+»£) or (V +hadrons) ( у +hadrons)
In the above (D,D) and V” are only symbolic of
the family of charm and colour particles with
similar internal quantum numbers. Rote that:

1) We expect single production of charm and 
colour (A and B) to exceed (perhaps by an order 
of magnitude) pair production (C,D,E) both on 
energetic grcunds and from the fact that sea is 
relatively unimportant compared with valence.

2) Single production of charm and colour
(A and B) should thus primarily be responsible 
for production of unlike-sign dileptons: (/*/**" 
and ) W N  and and ̂ + e ~  ) in
V N  • Following parton-model based calcula

tions, we expect for both (A) and ( B ) < E ^ f ^ K E ^  
for V N  as well as large inelasticity; both 
these features are compatible with the data. Con
trast this with phenomenological lepto-hadron 
models, where this feature is not realized.

3) Following familiar estimates, charm pro
duction ratio is expected to be of order 10% (cor
responding to the "weight" of the sea), while the 
leptonie (e or ) branching ratio of charm par
ticles is expected ~  (5 ~10%). This yields



which by itself is probably too low compared 

with the data.

4) Within the gauge theory approach, parton- 

model based estimates suggest colour production 

ratio at Fermilab energies Cf (10-15)% (with co

lour thresholds; 2 to 4 GeV)-, while the leptonic 

(e orуч ) branching ratio of colour particles 

is д? 20 to 30%. This yields

[d (ft/* )colou/^')j^(2 to 4)%
This larger ( ) rate appears to be more

compatible with the present data than the charm 

estiaate (by itself).

5) In \>N. like-sign dileptons 

and trileptone в у Ч  etc.) can arise

from pair production of charm, colour o r  quarks 

(presumably with small X characteristic of the 

"sea"). Like dileptons arise from one member of 

the pair decaying leptonically and the other non- 

leptonically , while for trileptone both members 

of the pair decay leptonically. For у Ч ^ Ч + саве, 

we saw in 3) and 4) that colour gives a better 

quantitative estimate of the ratio

For the pair production mechanism mentioned 

above, charm (with its leptonic/non-leptonic 

branching ratio a s  1 /10  versus a ratio J5J1/3 for 

colour) might possibly account better for 

<3 ( у ч у ч у г  )/<2> (ууГ), which experimentally 

appears to be ^C. 1/10  (with essentially no tri

muons seen). But any pair production hypothesis 

(from charm, colour or quarks) may come upon a 

dilemma from the ratio of from

versus 6 ( / y T )  from V > N  . If pair production 

from and has the same rate,

should be as likely as (fl / 4  ).p. It is too 

early to say yet if the preliminary experimental 

estimates of these processes are likely to pose 

a problem. However, there is the totally diffe

rent mechanism of dissociation of nucleons and 

quark decays,which has the feature that it does 

not give ( + ) y  or trileptons in either ))H 

or V  N . This may be operative in addition to 

any pair production mechanism.

3. Deep inelastic nucleon dissociation 
into Quarks and quark decays as a 
source of leptons;

Consider the following mechanism:

(S’) \) +neutron virtual W +

-^-/4~ + ( R j + n j 4 - p ^ )  + X-

Note that neutron's dissociation into va

lence quarks plus their =0 decays yields!
( / T / f ) ' i in у /4/ , and (/4y*T)',S i n U A /  ,

but H O  in V  N  j Я OR any trimuons. This

is because charged red quarks - the only source 

of charged leptons - cannot go into *but

only into0  »/*” • Thus all (Д»уЧ+ )s in"UN must 

be attributed to sea quarks or associated pro

duction of charm (or colour). We can make the

statement stronger : Since

dissociation'=0

while

/ 6 W )

associated production /
associated p r o d u c t i o n ~ (1 /3  to 3).

The precise value depends on the relative weight 

of valence (V-A) versus sea (V+A) contribution 

to associated production. This may be deduced 

from measurement of X  distributions of the 

dileptons. Thus, if the rate of ( f f y  is

found to exceed that of ( / Ч У О у  j\J ЪУ a large 

factor (say 3) it would be strongle suggestive 
of the dissociation mechanism being a significant 

source of like-sign dileptons. Another test is the 

X  distribution of j4j4~ . Those like dileptone 
which originate from "valence" quarke (from dis

sociation) will probably exhibit a different JC 

distribution from those arising from pair pro

duction, from the sea.

(G) In N—N collisions, one source of prompt e~ 

or p  '3 is nucleon dissociation followed by 

red valence quark decay. Since (with a F  =0, 

A f r - A L  ) this source will not yield e+ or 

Ц  *e , we expect e~/e+ , ft I f f  ratio »  1 
from this mechanism. In this context, it is worth



stressing once again that in general there are 

tour cases for quark to lepton or anti-lepton 

transitions. These are:

1 ) Basic model assumption/lP=0, A B  ~ ~ A L m  ex

pectation e”/e+ , A 1 froa dissociation.

2) Anti-basic model assumptionAp =2, Д

expectation e”/e+ , i from dis

sociation.

3) Mixed assumption A  ̂  —  ~ A ^ ^ r z~hA ^ i t expecta

tion е“/е+,уЧ ^  -j. froB dissocia

tion.

4) Mixed assumption — * A L * ^ r ~ A l y 4 i expec

tation e”/e+, 1  from dissociation.

The last two (mixed) assumptions go well with the 

Konopinski-Mahmoud model of leptons. The anti- 

basic model and mixed assumptions are logically 

equally as possible as the basic model assumpti

ons. However, in (gauge) model building we have 

found them somewhat difficult to implement. 

Although we have not considered the models based 

on these in any detail, the expectation may be 

that j.f, for example, Д  В — +  Л I* e —  » yel

low and blue quarks decay into e+ + mesons or 

(v^, + mesons), while red quarks decay in

to уц ~  + mesons or ( ^ ^ ^  + mesons).

(H) A number of e+,s accompanying fi~ ’e in 

may also be attributed to the possibility that 

quark decays may obey A b = + A L e= - A t y 4  so 

that charged yellow and blue quark decay into 

(positrons + mesons), while the charged red 

qunrks decay into (negative muons + mesons) 

corresponding to one specific form of Kono- 

Finski-Mahmoud model of leptons). Any single 

accompaniment of positrons by kaons may be un- 

ierstood as due t o g ' s  being strange and muone 

non-strange in this new model.

4. Integer-charge quarks as source of SLAC 
events:

One of the hall-marks of the hypothesis of 

unccafined quarks is that qq as well as charged 

colour gluon parton pairs produced by e~e+ an

nihilation must materialize (at least part of the

time) as real particles above threshold. These, 

followed by their decays into leptons, become 

then a potential source of multi-leptons in 

e~e+ annihilation. In particular, the charged 

red quark pairs and charged colour gluons will 

give rise to signature events as observed

at SLAC; subject, however, to two conditions:

i) at least the (p,n) quarks are as light as 

about 1.7 to 2 GeV, and ii) there exist coloured 

octet vector mesons (e.g. the gluons) lighter 

than the quarks. This last restriction is a 

restriction of the basic model dynamics.

IV. Pnconfined Colour Gluons

The first major plank of our unified theory 

is quarke decaying into leptons; the second is 

integer charged 1~ gauge colour gluons. The 

operative word is gauge. We show that there are 

crucial differences in the dynamics of gauge 

versuB non-gauge (Han-Nambu) colour 1~ particles, 

and it is the gauge character of colour gluons 

which saves colour theory from some of its al

leged shortcomings relative to experimental data, 

as well as for some of its successes which we 

wish to point out. In eN and f i M  these gauge 

aspects lead us to predict:

( D  <$L / 6 T ^ o  and it must scale. (In a 

non-gauge colour theory, with spin 1 colour 

gluons, /<*T  increases as ejfl with in-
p

creasing momentum transfer q )•

(2) Llewellyn-Smith charge sum rule for 

eN/*>N predicts a value for this quantity,

lying between 0.25 and 0.31 for a gauge colour 

theory for integer charge quarks versus 0.5 
for a non-gauge theory of integer charges, in 

good agreement with experiment.

(3) For a non-gauge integer charge quark 

theory (like that proposed by Han and Nambu) one 

would expect a large rise (*V100*) in eN a n d ^ N  

structure functions above colour threshold, which 

is grossly inconsistent with the data unless one 

assumes that colour threshold is sufficiently



above 5GeV. ю г  the spontaneously broken colour 

gauge theory on the other hand,

(4) In the gauge theory, the definite 
+ +

Y ~  - W ” mixing means that coloured gluons play 

a role in and V  N .  In particular, we show 

that the non-leading terms in gauge gluon theory 

give a reasonable explanation of deviations of 

d s f o , , < y >7 ) d * ( S from GIM predictions 

in a parton model context without need for 

introducing any new flavours associated with b 

quarks and V + A currents. Thus we suggest that 

if new quantum numbers are needed in addition 

to SIM flavours, those are the familiar colour 

quantum numbers, unerploited in the exact colour 

confinement theory.

Before we discuss the empirical manifes

tations of gauge coloured mesons, we state and 

prove a theorem (independently proved by Roy 

and Rajakesran and ourselves last Summer) which 

highlights the differences between the dynamics 

of каике versus non-gauge coloured 1“ particles.

T h e o r e m

On account of the gauge nature of vector 

gluons V(8), there is a damping factor
m £  ] *

~ТлУ]— which: i) depresses colour contri- 
. |V <"C7J
bution to SLAC and FNAL electroproduction, ii) 

causes Gl / 6 t ( * o )  in electroproduction to sca

le in X  , when V(8) vector gluon contribution 
is taken into account. As a consequence of this 

suppression, colour effects will not show them

selves in present electroproduction experiments 

except, at most , at around 15% level.

The quark charge sum rule

The first result of this theorem is that 

the sum rule (proposed by Llewellyn-Smith) which 

is supposed to provide evidence for fractional 

quark charges, can not be so adduced to decide 

whether charge on quarks is fractional or 

integer. Consider:

4 C -*F t 1 E i

Neglecting gluon contribution from the parton 

model, this equals

a

For the fractional-charge model, the right-hand 

side equals 5/19=0.28. For the integer-charge 

model, without any suppression factor for colour, 

the right-hand side equals 1 /2. With colour sup
pression, as discussed above, the right-hand 

side should read:

p _  < й % аУ&n +  <£ >< ( f Co t> eH

where g.r-' 1/8 - 1/10. Thus, with this suppression, 

the expectation from the integer-charge quark 

model is 0.28 + 0.03. The experimental evaluation 

of the left-hand side simply cannot distinguish 

between the two cases.

The gluon contribution to structure 
function

The gauge character of V(8) gluons has an 
important bearing on the gluon contribution to 

the structure functions.Bell, Llewellyn-Smith 

and others have shown that in a gauge theory the 

behaviour of high energy, high momentum transfer 

form-factors for spin-one gluons is similar to 

the behaviour for spin-1 /2 partons (as it should 
be ia the context of a renormalixable field theo

ry). This is very different from the situation 

for non-gauge massive spin-one particles. For 

example, if V(8) were not gauge particles, their 
contribution (as partons) would give a q2/m2 non_



F„ and -3lL > and ( S L .  1 in F... The extra
m 1 ! m 2 *factor I '14f_ |A helps in restoring scaling

liFl+wgl
behaviour to both P 1 and when 00 •

More specifically,

f ^ = I?^(GIM flavour) fe[) 3 X

X [ 5 I I ^ +?«+-tf(i + .X)C- ]
L P,n̂ ,C ^. . .  ^ ̂3^ — ^  (GIM flavour) + 2  CL (1-rt̂ ) X

X  [ X  7  , $ 0 0 + € t o + t x G t o ( 3L J i ^   ̂ J
г  ■= г (GIM flavour). There is no contribution 
a l 3

from colour bccause colour gauge тезопз possess

vector couplings only in our basic model.

Here ,X = i ^ . | U .  ,

P(x) is gluon distribution

8  j x G O O  =-;r , a  =  4 ( e N )  > ^ - C ^ N . v N )

Note:

(1 ) In eN the experimental quantity which 
manifests the effect of G(x) most clearly is the 

ratio

-ep 4 p X  G o oOl Кер- г * 5 _ _ _ _ _
<JT  < ? x  f j 'P  z : x ( 4 » h f 4 Q j , a

Thus / d j f ' O  asymptotically and it scales.

(Apparently there are recent experimental indi

cations that indeed 

haviour).
4/<*t does show this be-

t - l ^ iThese are strongly suppressed for large j;—
p ^on account of the factor (1 + «г )

ii) Gluon contribution (which one may as

sume is sea-like). Here the suppression is much 

milder. For example,

Z Л

changes from 7/8 to 1/3 

changes from 1 to 1/2 j

For neutrino physics, colour is once again 

suppressed at high tyf , but differently for )) 

and ^  . The deviations for \) and \) cross-

section from the GDI value come from the non

leading colour terms when is large

but not yet infinite. To see this, write the 

familiar parton model formula:

Now, so far as colour is concerned, F^ and ? 2 

contain two types of contributions:

i) The valence quark contribution:

£ < X ) )

When changes 
s. from 5 to 10 (or

2equivalently when q 
increases from 20 to 
40 (GeV)2 for a glu
on mass W y - ~ 2  GeV,
or also equivalently
2

q grows from 80 
GeV2 to 160 GeV2 for 
a gluon mass 4 
GeV).

iii) These mildly suppressed non-leading 

colour gluon terms in and F2 , contribute dif

ferently to \) and \) for the simple reason

that for the same incident energy "Ep (or )t

the average momentum transfer for neutrinos 

< T > *  is twice as large as the momentum tran

sfer for anti-neutrinos . (This is parton

model result which experiment bears out. Empi

rically ). To put it differently

for 2 <" ^ < 5, the ranges of El^ and t-^jfor 

which the colour gluon contributions to F1 and 
F2 are comparable are given by:

160 <  E j) <  400 GeV,

320 <  E:p <  800 GeV.

Fig. 1 shows the calculations of Sidhu, 

Mohapatra and Pati, which take into account GJM 

flavours + gauge colour contributions for 

and ( F i g . a X ^ y ^ a n d ^ j ^ .  For comparison is also 

plotted the fit by Barger, Weiler and Phillips 

using b quarks and V + A currents. The beet fit 

using new flavours is obtained with a mass of b 

quarts ~  5 GeV (the t quarks forming the other 
member of the doublet containing b quarks must 

have a mass as high as f a  10 GeV). The colour fit 

(with n o  new quarjcs besides GIM) is perhaps 

equally as acceptable as the new (7 + A) flavour



Fig. 1.
Colour «т-Sidhu, Yohapatra, Pati (only GIM quarks 
assuned).

V / U  = colour will start falling while new fla
vour contribution will go on increasing.

fit. T h e  important point to emphasise is that 

eventually the colour contribution will fall 

with F“olo« L ^ O  and Fc o l o u r ^ x f r O g ) > while

the contribution from new flavours «ill conti

nue rising. This is a characteristic difference 

which only further experiment (for example for 

б у / б у  ) can settle and which should experi

mentally determine the gluon distribution func

tion G(x).

To conclude, the DOGMA of exact confine

ment has come to be accepted so universally 

that nost of our theoretical colleagues do not 

consider the possibility of colour being excited 

as a physical possibility at all. However se

ductive theoretically the idea of exact confine

ment may appear, and however elegant the final 

theory of such confinement may be, we respect

fully wish to suggest - particularly to our expe

rimental colleagues at the Conference - that the 

question of exact confinement or not is in the 

end an empirical one and must be settled by them 

in the laboratory. Dogmas are absolutely essenti

al for the progress of Science but they become 

tragic if they succeed in stopping experimenta

tion designed to prove them wrong.



Summary of three approaches to flavour and 
colour

Flavour Colour

Standard model (Fractional 
charge quarks) GIM + new 
flavours. Need at least 
one new flavour (b) with 
a right-handed current to 
give an explanation of 
recent V N  5111,3 data
( m g  ~  5 GeV'). A 1 1 J / V  " 
particles cc (and possi
bly new flavour-anti- 
flavour) colour singlets.

Han-Nambu quarks
Nine iateger-cbarge 
quarks. A satisfactory 
gauge theory of weak, 
electormagnetic as well 
as Btrong interactions 
not possible. At least 
one quark stable. Alter
natively withAF =2, 
q-*.qqq transitions pos
sible so that quarks may 
eventually decay into 
the protons which are 
Stable.

Our quarks +■ gluons
12 integer-charge quarks 
carrying 4 flavours and 
three colours. A gauge 
theory of all interac
tions formulated Lepton- 
number fourth colour. 
Quarks decay into lep
tons (Д F=0) or antilep- 
tons (AF=2). Predict 
e.~/g+*i in NN,i/Netc. 
through nucleon disso
ciation mechanism. SLAC 
( jЧЁ ) events may be at
tributed to quark decays 
if quark mass is / 1.8  
GeV.

Dogma of exact colo
ur confinement. Glu
ons and quarks will 
never be seen as 
physical particles. 
Unified models uni
te (to us, illogica- 
lly) unconfined lep
tons with confined 
quarks. Proton un
stable. The characte
ristic energy where 
leptons and quarks 
may lose their dis
tinction (except in 
the matter of confi
nement) is in excess 
of Planck energy
101° GeV (and in so
me models even as
large аз гу 1 0 ^  GeV).

AllJ/V' particles 
must be attributed 
only to colour. No 
superession of coTo- 
ur versus flavour- 
production for elf 
and уи/V. This should 
have led to 100% rise 
in eS and M N  struc
ture functions in 
contradiction with 
the data. Similar 
objections arise 
from considerations 
of (eN/i) N ) ratio 

and small value of
<cfe/dT >•
Colour shines disc
reetly in leptopro- 
duction experiments, 
but quarks and gluons 
muet exist as physi
cal particles. Par
tial ana not exict 
confinement. J / У  
particles may be 
(cc) colour singlets, 
while (4.1) GeV regi
on may contain colo
ur octet states. Al
ternatively, thej/f^
(3.1) a n d ^ ( 3 . ? )  
may be cc colour oc
tets, giving a simple 
understanding of su- 
per-Zweig rule. Co
lour gauge gluons 
will give /C>T ^  ̂
and predict its sca
ling. Also explain 
new^N, y H  data and 
its deviation from 
GIM as due to disc
reet colour. Predict
с>г/с>>/wil1 rise sie-
nificantly above GIM 
value but only tem
porarily; will fall 
to and nearly reap
proach GIM value 
(within +104) for

А REVIBf OF RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS AND DECAYS 
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1. Spectroscopy

According to the reports presented this 

m o r n i n g ^ '2*3,4/ га(3̂ а^1тв transitions from 't' 

sad reveal 5 C=1+statea. This is just what 

we naively expect from a fermion-anti-fermion 

spectrum, which should have 2 pseudoscalars 
( ^ ) and 3 L=1 states ( J p =0+ , 1 + , 2+ ).
The states at 3*41 and 3-55 have natural pari- 

ty/',/ and for the state at 3.41 the photon-angular 

distribution i s ^ ^  1 + (1.4 + .4) а а в ^ в  ; thus

I assign 3.41=0+ and 3.55=2+. The state^^’^  

to which I nominally assign the mass 2.85 ie 

presumably and the remaining problem is

the matching of 3*^5 and 3,50 to 1+ and .

Consider the following'^:

1. If 3-50 = and П П ( Ч ' - * № С / )  ^

B ( W P c)£ 3 B (r tr ? fc
—  ( 2 7 * 1 $ )  /  *hich is well above the expe

rimental upper limit for '

2. If 3.45=1* and the transi

tions are predominantly , then S  э . ф

r  3 ( Ш )  В ( У ^ о У ) =  J 5 -  л *2/. wbich 
is again too large. Thus I choose 3.50=1+ and 

3.45= ^  . This assignment is also supported

by the apparent similarities of 2.85 and 3.45. 

Furthermore one measurement^^ of the angular 

distribution for J1 3.50 is 6Cf away from 

the 1 + cos2 ©  which is required by 0~=3.50.

Therefore the present spectrum appears 

to be compatible with a quark-antiquark picture 

of the new particles. In particular, notice 

that the state at 3.50 is presumably the analo
gue of the Aj( whose existence in the old spectro

scopy is still a matter of concern. Fortunately 

we do not have to rely on the guess-work I have 

presented here. Several authors^б,^ ,®/, have 

shown that measurements of various angular dis-


